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like the winrar client in the installer, which has a smaller footprint.. Hi all.Banking world worried as technology encroaches Banking-world executives are increasingly worried about the potential

security challenges posed by the pervasive use of mobile banking applications and messaging, as well as nontraditional financial tools that offer more than just traditional wire transfers. That was
the message that James Smith, president of the American Bankers Association, delivered to attendees of the Association's Retailers' Technology Conference in Orlando on Thursday. "I believe that in

the very near future, any application that has a transaction element or takes money across a network will be an application that we all need to be thinking about," Smith told Wall Street Journal
Online. Smith said that from a security point of view, the more transactions that can be combined in one area -- be it Internet commerce or mobile banking apps -- the easier it is for criminals to find
them. "I believe that once you get to a certain threshold, you're inviting denial of service attacks and other kinds of attacks," he said. Smith identified several emerging trends, such as open banking,
which would allow banks to offer their customers new services without asking their permission, as well as nontraditional banking options, such as peer-to-peer lending, which allow borrowers to seek

and borrow money from other people, as among those that would have a ripple effect on the industry. "The very nature of consumer-facing applications -- anything that touches a consumer -- the
payment or finance -- involves a good dose of risk, but it's not just banking," Smith said. Now, with the global economy heading into a period of relative equilibrium, the ABA's Retailers' Technology
Conference is scheduled to be held Dec. 3 to 4, but Smith said any themes the conference brings up are likely to be around for years to come. "I think the real challenge for us is going to be how

we're able to seamlessly integrate all of these different pieces of technology into a single product that's common for the consumer," he said. "The U.S. consumer has integrated so much technology
into their daily lives. I think that the more we can do to make this seamless 6d1f23a050
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